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These are the concept sketches showing a rough view of the retail area, kids play area and co-working 
area. As shown in the sketches, the use of Material Connexion materials is clearly visible. In the first 
image, the use of moss backed with a wooden panel in a pattern is depicted. While in the second sketch, 
one can see the use of colourful paper tiles applies randomly on the wall. The third sketch also shows the 
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Elevation : Coworking Area + Retail and lounge
This is the elevation of the co-working space along with a side view of the 
retail counter. The whole wall as shown will be decorated with natural 
Reindeer Moss(Material Connexion) backed by a wooden panel in 2 
different patterns side by side. Moreover, the moss is a sustainable 
material which makes it environmentally friendly. This will give a natural 
feel and look to the entire space. This moss requires no maintenance, and 
the nature of this moss helps us bring “Nature” inside closed spaces. 
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Elevation : Kids Play Area + Retail Space
This is the elevation of the kid’s play area and the front view of the 
Retail Space. One of the walls of the playroom feature the paper 
tiles(Material Connexion) which are made from 100% recycled paper 
and have acoustic properties. These tiles are handmade, low 
maintenance and durable. I chose this for a kids play area as they are 
nontoxic, and they come in various colours and shapes that can add a 
fun element in the kids’ area. These colorful tiles can be very pleasing 
to eyes and look playful too.
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